
Greatest impact on the evolution of HR at your 
organisation in next 12-18 months:   

Need to improve workforce experience, and thereby workforce 
productivity
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HR
The future of HR must be one of expanded focus and extended 
influence: expanding its focus to encompass the entirety of work 
and the workforce and extending its sphere of influence to the 
enterprise and business ecosystem as a whole.

The evolving role of HR

In the coming decade, HR has the opportunity to embrace 
the future, expand its reach and focus and assume the 
leading role at the vanguard of work, the workplace  
and the workforce on behalf of the enterprise. In this 
expanded role, HR becomes a vital enabler of an organisa-
tion’s ability to thrive in a world where the old rules   
of work no longer apply and the new ones are evolving 
rapidly. Exponential HR – focused on humanising the 
world of work – is a key source of strength for the 
future-focused organisation seeking to make the most 
of human capital in today’s dynamic environment.

What does this expansion look like in action? Like any shift, 
this one will require some significant changes.

The majority of respondents believe that making this shift 
must happen as HR is at an existential inflection point and 
must capitalise on the opportunity in front of it. 

The need for reskilling the
workforce will have the greatest
impact on the evolution of HR in 
the next 12-18 months for
organisations in the Nordics.



In the Nordics, 69% believe that
HR will expand to include all
activities related to workforce 
management, whereas but 
22% also believe that HR will be 
absorbed into the business.

Biggest changes HR should make to maximise its impact 
across the organisation in the next 12-18 months: 

Increase in new capabilities (for example digital fluency, analytics, 

Expand the expectations and stature of HR leaders

Increase efficiency through which HR activities occur through 
automation

Introduction of new roles

Expanded scope of HR services beyond full-time employees  
(for example contingent, gig, etc.)

Change the organisation design to incorporate more agile and 
team-based work
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Areas you believe HR can make the biggest impact at 
your organization in the next 12-18 months:

Building 21st century leadership skills

Promoting teaming and agile ways of working

Developing the workforce brand and experience

Accessing new capabilities/ talent

Integrating automation in the way work gets done across the enterprise

Defining and promoting the organization’s purpose

Upskilling the workforce
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HR in the Nordics can make 
a big impact on the organisa-
tions by building 21st century 
leadership skills. 

Which statement best describes how you think the role 
of HR will change in your organisation?

The role of HR will expand to include all activities related to  
workforce management

The role of HR will shrink and become focused on operational and 
compliance activities only

The role of HR will be absorbed into the business or other functions
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In order to maximise impact,
more than 50% say that
HR must gain new capabilities
and change its organisation
design to incorporate more
agile and team-based work.




